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S}ndor Bene

Limits of Tolerance

The Topoi of Fornication in the Hungarian Reformation

What does fornication have to do with tolerance? Well, these days with the
word “tolerance” cropping up everywhere, and almost solely in connection
with deviant behavior, deviant subcultures, the two terms seem very closely
linked. Nowadays one runs the risk simply by trying to define the word
“deviant” of crossing the border of intolerance. What we understand by
“tolerance” is something radically different from how the word tolerantia was
understood in the Middle Ages or even in the Early Modern Period. As it was
pointed out by an expert of the medieval tolerance concept, Istv}n Bejczy :

“When nowadays people urge politicians (or politicians urge people) to be tolerant,
what they really have in mind is an attitude of indifference. If we accept the relativity
of our truths, we should be reluctant to condemn the acts or beliefs of our fellow man
that differ from our own – that is the basic idea of our so-called tolerance.”

This definition, he continues, is the product of the Age of Enlightenment:

“When Voltaire pleaded for ’tolerance’ in religious affairs, what he had in mind was
the peaceful coexistence of different systems of belief which, to him, had no real
significance anyway.” (1997, 383–384)

In 16th century Protestant discourse tolerance itself was regarded as deviant
with its acceptance of deviations from accepted beliefs, doctrines in a
dogmatic, political or ethical sense. So with respect to the Reformation
tolerance history the perhaps more plausible question might be: When and to
what extent was Protestantism in today’s sense “intolerant” with “tolerance”
itself, dogmatically where did that thin line run between culprit and victim,
that is to say between actively taking part in committing a crime and passively
suffering from the consequences? Which then raises the second question:
When and where the followers of new denominations formed relative
majorities and elected their city councils or at least had them under their
control, did they show tact and patience? Did they make concessions to those
holding deviant (that is tolerant of deviance) views? Or did they exert rigid
discipline in order to secure the social and spiritual cohesion of the
community? Or to put it more simply, how was this majority protestant
denomination intolerant (in the present sense of the word) of adversaries
inside and out?

In the present paper I will attempt to answer this question, focusing on one
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hundred years from approximately the 1530s to the 1630s in Hungary and in
Transsylvania. Of course, neither the space at my disposal, nor the broad topic
allow for a detailed historical argumentation. What I can offer is a rough
outline for the historical analysis of the changes in meaning of the concept
“tolerance”, its migrations between two discourse fields: theological and
political. I would like to confine my attention to when and where there was a
breakthrough, when these borders started to merge. I presume that this
moment coincided with Helvetian Reformation, or more exactly federal
theology coming to power in Eastern Hungary – and I would like to explain
and illuminate this context with the help of a case study. I am going to examine
16thcentury popular religious literature: collections of church canons (canon-
books and agendas), didactic poetry on biblical themes (biblical histories,
psalm paraphrases) and sermon collections (especially the thematic units of
“loci de magistratibus” concerning my topic).

The problem is the following. The meaning of a concept is defined by its
use. The term “tolerance”, however, does not even occur in the above-
mentioned sources. So the first stage of the examination process should be to
attempt to construe the linguistic web (terms with their literal meaning and
metaphors) which can be used to describe and express it in this particular
context, or more exactly, what “tolerance” (in the 16th century sense of the
word) can be translated into (in a broad “cultural translation” sense of the
word).1What concerns the basic concepts in this web, values strengthening the
cohesion of the community can be clustered under the concept of “faithful-
ness” – while passive acceptance or active support of different beliefs,
convictions, behaviors/ethical norms are clustered under the concept of
“unfaithfulness”. The rootmetaphor that brings all these things intomotion in
the fields of religion and politics is marriage metaphors from the books of the
Old Testament. The covenant of God and his chosen people is marriage in the
spiritual sense of the word.2 Faithfulness, chastity and love are juxtaposed to
the betrayal of one’s spouse, corruption of the body, prostitution and
fornication. These sins can be committed within the community – “tolerance”
of these sins is an ethical and spiritual sin at the same time (since it corrupts
society and blemishes the transcendental relationship with God), as it is
described in the books of Hosea and the Minor Prophets. Prostitution,
however, has outside effects as well, one that concerns the relationship of one’s
community with other communities. Consider Ezekiel’s famous parable about
Aholah and Aholibah (Ezek 23), who stand for Samaria and Jerusalem, and

1 The literature in the field (the history of concepts and/or the history of discourse) is extensive; for
a brief theoretical summary see Pocock: 1996. For the more specific topic of metaphors and the
history of concepts see Bartsch: 1998. Inmy paper Iwould like to expound on the hypotheses of a
long-term research and text-editing project on the history of political languages in early modern
Hungary (“Bibliotheca Hungariae Politica”, see Bene: 2007).

2 A systematic treatment of the topic, with references and literature, can be found in Baumann:
2000.
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who betray true God (the real bride) by committing “whoredom”with Assyria
and Egypt – this way their fornication is not only a spiritual sin but it also has
political overtones. Or, as formulated earlier, addressed directly to Israel :

“Thou hast also committed fornication with the Egyptians thy neighbours, great of
flesh; and hast increased thy whoredoms, to provoke me to anger. […] Thou hast
played thewhore alsowith theAssyrians, because thouwast unsatiable; yea, thou hast
played the harlot with them, and yet couldest not be satisfied.”3

A political alliance with people of a different religion is also fornication, the
betrayal of your religious beliefs is also treason. No matter which version we
take, we will see the same: the elements of the root metaphor are arranged in
metonymical relations: the corruption of the body eo ipso means betrayal of
the bride (God) and of the political community : if one commits a sin, one
commits the other one as well.

Putting it this way, the history of the concept of “tolerance” in reformed
areas of Hungary in the indicated period, can be traced by analyzing the
development of the stylistic figures, the “tropes” referring to the sin of
fornication. In short, the road of interpreting fornication (fornicatio/scortatio,
adulterium – porneia, moikheia) from the condemnation of deviant behavior
in love and marital affairs to the description of political unfaithfulness
(treason) in biblical terms, is parallel with the process of metonymization and
then the metaphorization of fornication, and practically moves through the
phases of the history of the European Reformation. A separate whole
monograph could be devoted to the study of what changes the understanding
of the term fornicatio undergoes in works by Luther and Melanchthon, then
Musculus, Zwingli, Calvin, Bullinger and Vermigli – just to mention
theologists exerting profound influence on 16th century Hungarian Reforma-
tion, of how the similes of licentiousness andmarital virtue (fornication is like
betraying God and at the same time of His chosen people) turn intometaphors
applicable in the field of politics as well (figuratively fornication also refers to
the breaching of foedus, a political agreement). It seems that the turning point
in this process is an intermediate, “metonymizing” phase, in which physical
and spiritual sins linked to infidelity and defilement become synonymous and
interchangeable, as if one is contained within the other, according to the
principle of synechdoche. This process could also be described from the
perspective of legal and linguistic history (Here I would only like to mention
the reduction of a once vast pool of terms to scortatio, the word most
frequently used in Protestant translations of the Bible).4 This metonymizing

3 Ezek 16: 26, 28. (Biblical quotations are taken from the King James version).
4 Reading the notes to the Hanau edition of the Bible by Tremellius-Iunius-B�ze can be illumi-
nating. See Matt 5: 32 in the B�ze translation: “Dico autem vobis, quicumque dimiserit uxorem
suam, nisi ob scortationem, et aliam duxerit, moechatur, et qui dimissam duxerit, moechatur.”
The Vulgate gives the “excepta fornicationis causa” version, just like Tremellius. Junius notes:
“Scortatio hic sumitur pro adulterio.” Testamentum novum: 1603, 8.
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turn is the result of the advance of federal theology (theologia foederalis). The
identification of the physical and spiritual dimensions of fornication is
uniformly accepted by the representatives of the Helvetian-type reformation –
with a few exceptions only. Considerable differences only concern the extent
and the strictness with which to apply Mosaic Law, punishing defilement with
a death sentence.

As for its Hungarian reception, in my view, tolerance of sin, i. e. the
Hungarian Protestant5 interpretation/reinterpretation of the word fornication
has three stages. The first one is of early Protestantism, the Lutheran stage
from the beginning to the 1560s, when discussing fornication is part of an
apocalyptic discourse: the Hungarian nation, God’s chosen nation, as a result
of their sins committed against God, arrived at the gates of dispersion and fall.
These ideas are backed up by the so called “Wittenberg theology of history”,
associated with Melanchthon and Peutzer and in addition to prophetic works
(Daniel and the pseudo-Elijah prophecies) they make use of “meretrix
Babylonica” of the Book of Revelation as a point of reference.6 In the second
stage (1570s, 80s, 90s) the apocalyptic frame gets more formal, the discourse
concerns the field of social ethics, i. e. fornication, in addition to foreshadow-
ing the Last Days, is in itself in the centre of attention of preechers. Finally, in
the first decades of the 17th century – parallel with the serious criticism of the
Wittenberg theory (just think of Bodin and Calvin)7 – in Hungary the
deconstruction of the ‘Roman system’ takes place, and at the same time the
motif of fornication, even if it maintains its religious overtones, is used by
preechers and laymen for political purposes, to express condemnation
towards the unfaithful behavior of those allying themselves with the Turks and
the Catholics. To put it differently, the refusal of ethical tolerance on the
grounds of dogmas provides the basis for political intolerance from this third
stage onwards.

Considering the first stage, it may seem surprising that despite the fact that

5 I will not examine the changes in the Catholic discourse. It would deserve a study to explore how
Roman Law and Canon Law traditions as well as the terminology of scholastic moral philosophy
were influenced by the discourse of the polemics with the Protestants.What seems to be certain is
that the political use of Old Testament marriage metaphors is an atypical rather than a standard
phenomenon in Hungarian Catholic literature; and where the different sins are metonymically
linked (e. g. Bal}sfi: 1626, 48r–48v: the relationship of the ruler and his people is depicted as an
unbreakable marriage), we can detect the indirect effects of the Protestant views.

6 The Wittenberg system, which identified the last one of Daniel’s four kingdoms as the Roman
Empire (then the Holy Roman Empire in terms of ’translatio imperii’), was complemented by a
strong parallel between the fates of the Hungarian and the Jewish peoples in the works of
Hungarian preachers. This typological conception of national history served as the basis of the
Hungarians’ sense of being God’s chosen people, which lived on in a more secularized way in the
centuries to follow. On the apocalyptical approach to history see Miegge: 1995. On its Hungarian
reception see Kathona: 1943; cf. Bene: 2005.

7 Cf. Calvin: 1561; Bodin: 1650 [1566], 312–323 (chapter VII: “Confutatio eorum qui quatuor
monarchias aureaque saecula statuunt”); cf. Miegge’s evaluation: 1995. For the counter attack of
the Lutherans see: Dresser : 1594.
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the authors refer predominantly to the prophetic books, they do not identify
idolatry with physical fornication. M}ty}s D�vai B�r� (cca 1500–after 1545),
who is also called the “Hungarian Luther”, makes a clear distinction between
the two sins in his Short interpretation of the Ten Commandments (1538).
“There are two types of fornication, spiritual and physical. Spiritual
fornication is infidelity, while physical fornication means pursuing pleasure
with someone else – this latter has got several types.” (B�r�: 1897 [1538], 50–
52). Andr}s Bat�zi (before 1515 –around 1545) writes in a similar vein in
Hizassigrll vall mnek: God created marriage “for His hatred of abomination,
to obliterate fornication” (Bat�zi : 1880 [before 1545], 122). Fornication is
simply one of the moral sins that bring ruin upon Hungary, and it is generally
discussed together with drunkenness.8 Andr}s Farkas, who wrote a verse-
chronicle titled On The Jewish And Hungarian Nations (1538), creates an
analogous relationship between the fates of the two peoples: among the
collective vices bringing down God’s wrath and causing the Hungarians’
“Babylonian exile” (that is the Turkish invasion) he first mentions infidelity
and greed and then gluttonous drinking and, arising from it, fornication
(Farkas: 1880 [1538], 19–20). These preacher-poets still carry on polemics
from aminority position, against the Catholics, and try to recruit believers for
the new Lutheran religion. They and the other preachers regard the afflictions
of the people (the civil war, the Turkish invasion, poverty) as the signs of last
times to arrive soon; in the pope they discover the spiritual Antichrist, and in
the Turks the physical Antichrist who attacks Christ in arms. They identify
with the prophets who announce God’s plans and rebuke the people for their
sins, for instance idolatry. Themost clearly and carefully worked out typology
can be found in one of G}sp}r K}rolyi’s (around 1530–1591) first works, the
Two Books About The Reasons For The Good Or Ill Fortunes Of Rulers And
Their Lands. The work gives away, already in its subtitle, that it is going to
discuss “what signs help you to learn if the hour of God’s judgement is
approaching.” In spite of the fact that it pays particular attention to analysing
cases of idolatry, it never brings it in connection with fornication – this later,
just like in the works of his predecessors, is described as one of the
consequences of drunkenness (K}rolyi: 1931 [1563], 71). P�ter Bornemisza
(1535–1584), the preacher who translated Sophocles’ Electra into Hungarian
(1558), illustrates the divine punishment that follows fornication by pointing
to the fates of Clytamnestra and Aegisthus, but does not state either here9 or in
theTemptationsOf TheDevil (1578), his “macrosermon”, criticising the sexual

8 The immediate source for Lutheran preachers to link the two kinds of sins was Melanchthon’s
Loci (Melanchthon, 1543 [1521], locus VI, chapter “De castitate”); and the Helvetian turn caused
the spread of PeterMartyr Vermigli’s posthumously published Loci communes at several places in
Hungary, which bookused amore complicated systemof sins. (Vermilius: 1587 [1576], classis II. ,
cap. 11); cf. note 27.

9 The wood-engraving found on the cover of the Sophocles translation (Bornemisza: 1558) depicts
the the breaking of the sixth (i. e. the seventh) commandment. Cf. �cs: 1999.
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aberrations of his age, that adultery or any prohibited sexual relationship
outside marriage would be identicalwith high treason or apostasy – these are,
for him, only logical consequences of breaching the norms, violating the divine
commandments (cf. Bornemisza: 1955 (1578): 19, 25, 39).10

Even without listing further examples we may conclude that although the
Lutheran preachers knew the exempla of the Old Testament, they still used
fornication either with the literal meaning of the word, perhaps as a simile, or
at most they metaphorised them – like for instance Andr}s Szkh}rosi Horv}th
(around 1515–after 1546) in his poem written in 1544 (On The Two Types Of
Faith: The Christly And The Papist Soiled Faith) in which he called the
institutions of the enemy, that is the Catholic schools and monasteries,
“brothels” (Szkh}rosi Horv}th: 1880 [1544]).

The metonymical identification of the symbolic and practical forms of
fornication occurred in parallel with the successes of Helvetian reformation,
when the new faith – first in Eastern Hungary and Transylvania, then in the
whole country – became amajority religion. At the same time, this was the age
of a new type of religious polemics, where the preachers of the reformed
church no longer targeted the Catholics (who virtually disappeared from the
country), but attacked the Lutherans and the Anti-Trinitarians who seemed to
gain strength to a dangerous extent. These polemics have two characteristics.
First, the apocalyptic vision in them gets pushed to the background. Second,
the ethical teaching stresses that sins are not independent of one another,
every sin is related to every other one. The person to synthesise the elements
that existed independently for quite long and to elaborate the variant of the
fornication topos that could be used both in denominational disputes and in
ethical teaching is P�ter Melius Juh}sz (around 1532–1572) in the 1560s.
Melius began his career as a Lutheran, but soon became a follower of the
Helvetian trend,11 and from 1560, as the bishop of Trans-Tisza diocese in
Eastern Hungary he had a major impact on the religious life of an enormous
area. From among his numerous exegetical works, his Apocalypse interpre-
tation, written in the form of a series of sermons and addressed to a wider
audience (The Revelations Of Saint John In Sermons, 1568), is to be highlighted

10 Further studies should investigate the causes why Bornemissza changed his views concerning
marriages to be had with people of other religions: in his earlier collection of sermons (Bor-
nemisza: 1574) he seemed to be permissive, later, however, he strongly disapproved of such
mixedmarriages (see Bornemisza: 2000 [1584]). Apparently, such marriages could have caused
social instability in contemporary Hungary (they favoured the Turks) but his change of views
might have been caused by doctrinal reasons as well: it is possible that towards the end of his
career Bornemiszawas already underHelvetian influence. (As for the latter cf. Szegedinus: 1585,
352: “Fidelis cum infideli sponsalia prorsus quidem dissuadenda, et legibus etiam civilibus
interdicenda ac graviter vindicanda.”)

11 Based on reasonable assumptions, in 1553 or 1554 he gave up his Brenzian convictions, pro-
mpted by his teacher, Istv}n Szegedi Kis, and became the follower of the Helvetian reformation;
See Kathona: 1967, 114. Botta’s theory in Botta: 1978, which dates the turn to 1558–59, seems
less convincing; see its critique in Bal}zs: 1979.
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here (Melius: 1568).12 Unlike the preachers cited so far, Melius makes
fornication the main and key motive of his work, and in his avalanche of
abundantly flowing words, his periods redundantly hammering on the articles
of faith, again and again he closely relates almost every sin to some form of
whoring.13 In his writings he moves beyond the mere parallelism between the
histories and fates of the Jewish and Hungarian nations and finds
reincarnations of Jesabelites, Nicolaitans and Balaam-followers in the
Hungarian society of his age; they are the persons whom the devil provokes
into sexual and at the same time spiritual sins sometimes in the shape of
Stancaro, sometimes in that of Ferenc D}vid and sometimes in that of Giorgio
Biandrata. And the devil teaches idolatry, fornication andwrong wisdom all at
the same time – these notions in Melius’ discourse become identical, their
limits and borderlines become invisible, as whoever commits one, has
committed all the others, in other words: the logic of metonymy starts
working. Here are two quotations for illustration:

“The bed of Christ is narrow, more husbands, other Lords will not get in next to him
[…] You had better marry the husband forever giving you life, bringing you
salvation, that is marry Christ than fornicate with a husband forever condemning
you, with the curse of Old Law, with the mass and meritorious acts,”

he says in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (Melius Juh}sz: 1563).
While in the Apocalypse commentary he argues:

“The food offered to idols as well as idolatry and its scandalous science is forbidden
together with fornication because spiritual fornication goes hand in hand with
physical fornication. If someone is idolatrous, he is a physical fornicator as well. […]
No earnest preacher, no earnest prince, judge, no godly Ecclesia is the one where
heretics, overtly drunken fornicators and abominable sinners do not get punished.
As the little badger-dog plays with the big wolf or the shepherd dog, so do the
Balaamites with the pope – or as the lecherous man mates with some other man’s
wife.” (Melius Juh}sz: 1568, 102–103).

Here the Anti-Trinitarian teaching becomes “the wisdom of lecherous
Babylon”, and fornication is always accompanied, without exception, with
the “carnal-spiritual” double adjective – in other words the individual

12 Detailed analysis: Nagy : 1967, 240–244. Together with my students I am currently working on
the critical edition of the work at K}rolyi G}sp}r University of the Hungarian Reformed Church
in Budapest.

13 Melius’s style was best described by Imre R�v�sz: “passion and sometimes fury breaks up his
sentences every step of the way and make his style almost unbearably disjointed: we can always
feel the primal vigour in it, in its pounding and throbbing, but sometimeswe are virtually unable
to clearly recall for ourselves what he wants to say”. R�v�sz: 1937, 19. It was also the accom-
plished bishop and ecclesiastical historianwho first noticedMelius’s “somewhat nervous fear of
infectious nature of idolatry : See Imre R�v�sz, Melius P�ter theologi}ja, ms., Debrecen, Library
of the Transtibiscan Church District, R 2629, f 128.
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elements of the Book of Revelations operate in this discourse as pieces of a
puzzle: the “great fornicator” of Chapter 17 sometimes means the Roman
Pope and sometimes the heretic Anti-Trinitarians of Kolozsv}r (Cluj), with
whom the personwho commits the simplest sin, or the commoner who cheats
on his wife can come into a very close relationship simply through his sexual
deviancy. The activities of Melius, who was called by his enemies the “Pope of
Debrecen” in the religious polemics of the age,mark the beginning of a new era
in the Hungarian literature of the reformation movement. The apocalyptical
rhetoric referring to the last days gives way to a “disciplinarian” language that
focuses on social morals, and in this the most powerful element is the close
linking of physical and spiritual fornication. This way, the authority of the
“teachers”, i. e. the preachers increases significantly : since they are the ones
who define sins, they compile the catalogue of vices and pressure the secular
powers (the magistrate) to impose appropriate punishments.14 The two
collective works written under Melius’s directions, the so-called Debrecen-
Egervölgyi confession (Confessio catholica, 1562),15 and the “bigger canon-
book” (Articuli ex verbo Dei, 1567)16 regulating the church law of the area
supervised by him, condems the permissive attitude of secular authorities
towards fornication and suggests capital punishment for its each and every
form: adultery, incest, blasphemy and proven heresy. If the daughter of a priest
is caught in the act of fornication, she is committed to the flames.17

In the decades to follow, this tendency, started in the 16th century, continues.
With the preacher from Tolna, G}sp}r Decsi (?–1597) for example, who
published his sermons, directed against dancing, drunkenness and fornica-
tion, with the title On Certain Sins Reigning in the Last Times in 1582.18 The
main source of the work was Pietro Vermigli’s Loci communes but its
Hungarian terms undoubtedly come from the “language”made widespread by
Melius. According to Decsi the fornicating person becomes “one flesh” with
the object of his desire, makes his body, “the temple of the Holy Spirit into a
brothel”– and draws the consequence that “fornication and sacrilege go hand
in hand” (Decsi: 1584 [1582], 46).19Themetonymical identification of sins can

14 Martin Bucer’s possible influence onMelius is going to be described inmore detail in later parts
of this work. A parallel, however, should be noted and further examined, between the twomen’s
church organizing activities, which is observable mainly in their efforts and flexibility to pro-
mote collaboration between secular authorities and representatives of the newly formed church.
On Bucer in this respect see Greschat: 1994.

15 A detailed description: Nagy : 1967, 206–201; evaluation: Kathona: 1967, 130–133.
16 A detailed description: Nagy : 237–239; evaluation: Kathona: 1967, 159–161.
17 Articuli: 1567, art. Quinquagesimus quintus; cf. Horv}th: 1953, 282; K}das: 1967, 421.
18 On fornication especially : Decsi: 1584 [1582], 37–50. Themain source of the work is Vermigli’s

Loci communes: Vermilius: 1587 [1576], 309–349.
19 Discussing fornication, he also considers death penalty the just and righteous punishment by

referring to Mosaic law (Deut 23), and points out the sources that make the identification of
physical and spiritual fornication possible: “idolatry, and nothing can be more detestable for
God, is often called fornication in the Scripture”, Desci: 1584 [1582], 48.
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be detected in this work as well even if its being applied in the sphere of politics
will still take some more time to come – but not very long. J}nos Alexis
Kecskem�ti’s great exegetical work, Commentary on the Book of Prophet
Daniel, published posthumously but probably written at the turn of the
centuries,20 identifies the fourth kingdom of Daniel with the Seleucid state in
AsiaMinor (cf. Kecskem�ti Alexis: 1974 [1621], 204–207).21With this step (by
replacing the rigid last-times scheme of Melanchthon and Peuzer with a more
elastic and dynamic Calvinist eschatology)22 he opened up new horizons by
freeing the way for using the store of metaphors and motifs for a new
historicizing and politicizing discourse. Kecskem�ti, who identifies the ideal,
invisible Churchwith the “Godly elected”Hungarian nation, in his 79th chapter
arrives at the conlusion that “the devils plaguing the sanctuary of God” are
none else but Hungarian Catholics, fornicating with foreign powers (the
Habsburgs) and betraying their own nation.23 In the following decades the
condemnation of fornication leaves the proper sphere of theological and
moral-philosophical discourse and becomes one of the most often used topoi
of Hungarian political language. An excellent example is Sebes agynak kmső
sisak (Late Remedy for InjuredMinds), a cycle of poems, written around 1630,
introducing the main characters (politicians and countries personified) of the
thirty-year war. It is not surprising that the Czech state, represented as a
woman, which first sought Catholic and then Protestant protection, describes
her fornications – a breach of foedus – as somebody trying to fit two swords in
the same scabbard…(Pr}gai [?]: 1976 [1631?], 86).24 The main target,
however, concerning foreign and European as well as Hungarian and
Transylvanian politics is the actions and conduct of Lutherans who betrayed
the Protestant alliance – their “tolerance” (their trying to make peace with the
Catholics) is real fornication, which receives the delicate and succinct epithet
“Samaritanism” (Pr}gai [?]: 1976 [1631?], 106).25 This is when the career of

20 The work was written around 1609 but was published only after the death of its author (1619), in
1621 (Az Daniel propheta könyvenek az Szent Iras szerint valo igaz magyarazattya, Debrecen:
Rh�da). Ld. Olga Gomb}n� L}bos: Kecskem�ti Alexis J}nos, in: Kecskem�ti Alexis: 1974 [1621],
25–27.

21 Kecskem�ti used Polanus as his main source: 1600 [1599], 105–107, as well as Immanuelle
Tremellio’s notes on the BookofDaniel, cf. Miegge: 1995, 71–113. Inmore detail see Bene: 2005.

22 See Holwerda: 1992, esp. 145–152.
23 See Kecskem�ti Alexis: 1974 [1621], 645.
24 According to recent studies the cycle is partly translation, partly paraphrases of propagandastic

cycles of poems by Johann Joachim Russdorf, published between 1629 and 1631 (Scena Euro-
paea personis suis instructa, Scena Europaea sine fuco etmorsu,Elegidia et poematia epidictica);
cf. Juh}sz/Fazekas: 2004. Its supposed author is Andr}s Pr}gai, the preacher of the Hungarian
prince of Transsylvania, György R}k�czi I.

25 “Samaritan” as a denunciatory epithet (referring to the guilt of tolerance) first appears in David
Pareus’s work, who, foreseeing similar charges, tries to defend his own irenicism (Pareus: 1614,
66). The Lutherans, of course, return the charges, accusing “gens sacramentaria” of “syn-
cretismus verius Samaritanismus” (Hütter : 1661 [1616], 21–22). In return the intransigent
Calvinist author of the cycle of poems again applies it to condemn the Lutherans.
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the motif of “political fornication” takes off at the beginning of the 17th

century, at the end of which career one can find works like P�ter Esterh}zy’s A
Little Hungarian Pornography (1984), an anecdotal account of the political
fornications of the communist system.

Instead of listing further examples, however, it would be worth returning to
P�ter Melius Juh}sz since the turning point in the above-described process,
the merging of political and theological discourse can be best documented
with his activities. Melius’s turn is a lot more than a mere rhetoricizing shift
from the apocalyptical argumentation framework to one linking physical and
spiritual sins: this turn had its own doctrinal basis, which I would like to
illustrate with a case study. One of the protagonists, Christianus Schesaeus
(around 1535–1585), of Transylvanian Saxon origins, finished his studies in
Wittenberg, then after returning to Transsylvania, worked as a Lutheran
pastor and teacher until his early death.26 He took part in the most important
theological debates of his time, andwas also noted as a poet writing in Latin. In
his twelve-part – fragmented – epic, Ruinae Pannonicae, he wrote the history
of Hungary’s tragic era: the Turkish invasion, the partitioning of Hungary,
constant internal warfare and feuds.27 But he had written a few shorter epic
works earlier as well, themost important of which is a love elegy,TheHistory of
Anna Kendi, which dates back to a short time after his return fromWittenberg
in 1558.28

It is the well-known story about the secret love affair, adulterous
relationship and death of Anna Kendi, the young wife of J}nos Török, a
Hungarian aristocrat. Anna gets weary of her husband, and starts having a
secret liaisonwith J}nos Szal}nczi, his castellan. Due to the treachery of one of
their servants, J}nos Török learns about the conspiracy and has the
perpetrators of the magnum crimen caught. His vicini, the neighbouring
people from around Vajdahunyad are summoned to court; after a short trial
J}nos Török has her wife, begging for mercy beheaded by a Turkish
executioner, and has her lover drawn around by a horse and then quartered. As
earlier studies have pointed out, the language used in the elegy, telling the story
of Anna Kendi, is ambiguous: while on the surface a certain preaching intent is
detectable: it condemns adultery, through antique reminiscences, quotes from
Vergil and Propertius, Schesaus also shares his views with the select few with
humanist erudition. Views that were a lot more understanding what concerns

26 New facts on his life: Szegedi: 2002, 139–147.
27 Only the first four volumes of epic were published during the life of the poet: Schesaeus: 1571.

The rest were reconstructed and published in the critical edition: Schesaeus: 1979.
28 Supposedly, the elegy, written in distich, wasmeant to be inserted in Book 6 of the epic, inwhich

way the story would have assumed a central role in the whole of the work. The Latin version of
Historia Annae Kendi could not be found for a long time, therefore only the Hungarian
translation was published in the critical edition (Schesaeus: 1979, 488–496). The corrupted
Latin text was reconstructed by : Boll�k: 2001. Its German translation was published in a four-
language (Latin, German, Hungarian, Romanian) edition: Schesäus: 1996 [1558].
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the force of love and that strongly disapproved of the harsh punishment
(Boll�k: 2002, esp. 281).

“Utque gravis possit comitare poena nocentis / Qua dignos censent, lex
nova mosque vetus” (“Let the sinners be smitten by the fruits of their sin,
punishment meted out by our new law and ancient tradition”), says J}nos
Török in his opening speech at that hastily summoned court (Schesaeus: 1998
[1558], 624.). “… lex nova mosque vetus…”What is to be meant by this? The
question is not irrelevant since the description of the events of the trial takes
up two thirds of Schesaeus’s poem, and if it mentions a new law, it must be
significant. How is it new? What is new about it?

Let’s take a look at the “old one” first. Mos vetus – the prosecutor cites
common law but he could go further than that. Since lex Iulia found in Codex
Justiniani also imposes a death sentence for adulterium (adultery), just like
other statutes from most contemporary German towns – e. g. the one in
Strassbourg –, or like Constitution Criminalis Carolina, Charles V’s book of
law, or Hungarian legal tradition.29 What happened in reality, however, was a
far cry from legislative ideals. P�terMeliusz Juh}szmentions several times that
fornicators only had to pay a fine to the town council instead of doing penance
for their sin30 – and in the 16th and 17th centuries it was common practice for
towns (at least in case of fornication of unmarried parties) to supplement their
income this way. It’s no accident that Anna Kendi uses this customary practice
(as well as the king’s right to intervene in case of noblemen to prove the
unrightful and unwarranted nature of the verdict: “Should my father know, he
would pay the ransom, would pay with gold and silver, […] / would rush to be
received by the king with all his grievances, / pleading for mercy : let the king
save my life.”31

So apparently J}nos Török’s treatment of his wife was legal but unmerciful:
everyday practice would have allowed a less harsh punishment. What helped
him arrive at this decision, to rely onmos vetus (apart from stung vanity) was
nothing else but the “new law”, lex nova. It would be impossible, however, to
try to find the relevant sections in the resolutions of the Hungarian or the
TransylvanianDiet. The synonyms for the expression in the elegy are iussa Dei
and lex sacra, i. e. it is not civil law but Mosaic law, and it refers to: Lev 20:10–
23 and Deut 22:22–30. As the latter says:

“If aman be found lying with awomanmarried to an husband, then they shall both of
them die; both the man that lay with the woman, and the woman: so shalt thou put

29 See Bucer : 1955 [1550], 190 (note 4). With additional literature on the topic: B�din� Beliznai:
2002; Mezey : 2002.

30 “Impie faciunt igitur magistratus, iudices et officiales, qui adulteros et adulteras, fornicatores,
scorta publica muleta pecuniaria aut flagellatione levi puniunt, ne autemmorte, sicut Dominus
iudicat et praecipit.” Articuli: 1567; art. Quinquagesimus quartus; cf. K}das: 1967: 409.

31 “Si sciat haec genitor, fulvo non parceret auro […] / Regalemque murum crebris cum rege
querelis / Flecteret: amborum ut perdita salva ope.” Schesaeus: 1998 [1558], 630.
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away evil from Israel. If a damsel that is a virgin be betrothed unto an husband, and a
man find her in the city, and lie with her ; then ye shall bring them both out unto the
gate of that city, and ye shall stone them with stones that they die.”32

So the so-called “new” law was practically one of the oldest, and only its being
used in such a pioneering way can be regarded as novelty. In 1557–58, Mosaic
lex iudicalis was not in effect as a penal code either in Hungary or in
Transylvania. So both the legal process and the executions suggest that the
participants are experimenting with something new. It is worth noting that the
whole village (omnis populus) is there to bury Anna and then they murder the
executioner so that the blood of the propitiatory sacrifice is on their hands.
Where does this old-fashioned hermeneutics come form?What allowed J}nos
Török to even consider legally using this Mosaic Law?

If you take Luther’s commentary on the 6th commandment, it apparently
focuses not on the punishment but the critique of celibacy and the necessity of
providing guidance for the young concerning married life. Melanchton also
emphasizes Christiana libertas, evangelica libertas as opposed to Mosaic
legalism. The turnwas brought about byMartin Bucer andHeinrich Bullinger ;
they are the ones that made use of the ideas of federal theology (theologia
foederalis) to provide a dogmatic basis for legalist efforts.33 Out of the two I
would like to discuss Bucer who created amore original systemwhenworking
on the theological foundations of marriage law34 (Bullinger, for example, in his
commentary on the First Letter to Corinthians, directly refers the reader to
him.)35 Marriage in Bucer is not just an additional element of the system, it is
what the system is built on. The covenant made by God and his people is
everlasting and is embodied in marriage. According to Bucer the punishment
laws are still in effect; what is more, Christian freedom allows us to take them
seriously and interpret them literally. The foedus between God and his elected,
covenanted people works according to the logic of metonymy built around the
relationship of a part and the whole: the Old Law and the New Law,
transcendental and earthly, family and state do not simply refer to each other
as similitudos and they are not translations of each other but work, one as a
part of the other. This is best illustrated by a quote taken from Bucer’s
unfinished work, his posthumously published commentary on Paul’s Letter to
the Ephesians:

32 Deut 22: 22–24.
33 For more detail on the above-mentioned see Avis: 1975, 1–13.
34 Essential monograph on the topic: Selderhuis: 1999. See also Selderhuis: 2002.
35 “Porro de divortio non est quod plura scribam, cum Erasmus in Annot. No. test. de hoc copiose

et erudite disputarit, et post hunc dilectissimus frater noster D. Mart. Bucerus in suis illis piis et
doctis Evang. Enarrationibus.” – “…I find further writing about divorce unnecessary since it
was exhaustively and with erudition discussed by Erasmus in his commentary on the New
Testament, and following him by our loved brother, dr. Martin Bucer in his pious and know-
ledgeable gospel commentaries.” Bullinger: 1534, 78v.
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“It is necessary that those who indeed abide in Christ and become a part of Christ’s
body should also connect, join and unite among themselves in a perfect and beautiful
agreement of their minds and will, serving him in willful and steady harmony. Every
joint supplies, says the Lord. These joints through which the members of Christ are
knitted and fit together with him and alsowith each other, these are the joints through
which offices and duties are knitted and fit together at the command of the Lord. Such
a joint, in the strict sense of the word, is religion. This is followed by the joints of the
town and the country, the joints of a household, which comprise three felowships: the
holy matrimony of husband and wife, the relationship of parents with their children
and of children with their parents as well as the relationship of servants with their
masters and of masters with their servants, the community of in-laws and
neighbours, and of everybody joined, united by the Lord so as to help each other
and care for each other both by encouraging and teaching piety and by serving others
in every possible way in order to act for each other’s good in everything, should it be
spiritual or physical, public or private […] This is how heads of the state should treat
their subjects, how subjects should treat their leaders, how teachers of different
disciplines should work with their students, students with their teachers.”36

This positive vision, the image of a society based on a caritas-theology has its
dark sides too: anyone who breaks the commandment of love in any way, soils
the purity of this system built on foedera, becomes a fornicator, and deserves
the most severe punishment. In Bucer’s De regno Christi, a whole chapter is
devoted to the death penalty of adulterers (Adulteros et adulteras morte
puniendos esse), systematically going against the requirements of mercy. The
magistrate leaving adulterers unpunished sins against God because he does
not cleanse the community’s filth; the most wholesome, misercordis et
salutaris way of punishment would be to stone them to death, since this way
the hands of all the people would be blessed by the blood of the propitiatory
sacrifice (qua omnis populous suas talium sanguine sanctificaret) – this is

36 “Necesse est igitur, ut qui vere in hoc corpus Christi coaptantur, et compinguntur, iungantur
inter se, coadunentur, atque constringantur, et summa suavissimaque ingeniorum, et vo-
luntatum consensione et tenacissima quoque atque expromptissima officiorum communica-
tione. Per omnemdeinde, inquit, iuncturam. Iuncturae hae, quibusmembraChristi cum ipso, et
inter se iungi necesse est, atque cohaerere: sunt commissurae omnes illae, quibus ad certas
officiorum commutationes a domino committuntur, et consociantur. […] Vocetur haec iunc-
tura, Religionis propria. Hanc sequitur iunctura civitatis et reipublicae, mox et domestica, quae
tres continet in se societates: Mariti et uxori sanctum coniugium; parentum cum liberis et
liberorum cum parentibus; et heri heraeque cum familia et familiae cum hero et hera; con-
junctio inter se cognatorum, affinium, vicinorum atque omnium, quos in hoc iungit dominus,
ut alius ab alio adiuvetur, cum doctrina et adhortatione pietatis, tum alijs quoque officijs,
quibuscunque homines se mutuo iuvare possunt, in rebus quibusvis, pertinentibus vel ad
animam, vel ad corpus, publice et privatim. […] Sic Reipublicae gubernatores subditis, sic
subditi erga Rempublicam administrantes, sic omnium artium doctores ad discipulos, sic
discipuli ad praeceptores.” Bucer : 1562 [1551], 113 (Chapter “Quid sit ecclesia”; on Bucer’s
ecclesiology see Stephens: 1994). On the political aspects of this conception of marriage see
Selderhuis: 1999, 247–256.
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something Bucer can disregard only for technical reasons to give way to
modernization (Bucer : 1955 [1550], 189–194).

This strictly legalist view is more like an exception than the rule among
reformers. Bullinger, while theoretically agreeing with the metonymical
expansion of the concept of adultery left some leeway for interpretation in his
sermons, well-known in Hungary as well. He might have realized that several
of the Mosaic laws were only applicable in Jewish communities of those days,
being so severe that “if we wanted to force every nation and to enact them,
anyone might consider us insane” – cum ratione insanire videamur)
(Bullinger : 1567, 65v–66r).37 Written in the same spirit is the standard work
in Hungarian protestant theology of marriage, Theologiae sincerae loci
communes, including its relevant chapter De divortio. Although the author,
Istv}n Szegedi Kis [around 1505–1572], makes it clear from a doctrinal point
of view that the sin of fornication includes numerous other sins by
metonymical extension, later on he concentrates not on the method and
rigour of punishing the sinner, but instead he is interested in the freedom of
the cheated party : but instead he is interested in the freedom of the cheated
party : if and how he/she can freely marry afterwards, and how the
metonymical interpretation of fornication only increases the number of
possible legitimate causes for divorce.38

With such rigorousness no one had found lex iudicalis applicable and no
one had attempted to apply it – except for the Articuli ex verbo Dei from 1567,
the wording of which as I said before, can be attributed to P�ter Juh}sz Melius.
I believe, however, that his views concerning marriage, divorce and
fornication were not formed in the 1560s. Melius’s biography reveals a grey
area, a less known part of his life: it is not known where he was staying in the
months between finishing his studies in Wittenberg (the middle of 1557) and
moving to Debrecen (1558). I suppose that it was during this time that he
helped J}nos Török: he was the one to provide justification, theological
grounds for the unprecedented punishment of adulterium, and also the one to
construct the scenario of the execution, probably being familiar with Bucer’s
arguments concerning the issue (and possibly also the text of De regno
Christi).39

37 “… si ea pergamus omnibus alijs imponere et aptare gentibus, cum ratione insanire videamur”.
38 “… ex his constat, Christum fornicationis nomen in genere accepisse per metonymiam, ac

nomine fornicationis seu stupri, includere ea scelera, quae fornicationi paria aut certe maiora
sunt, excludere autem minora. […] Proinde et haec verba Christi ‘Qui repudiatam duxerit,
adulterium committit’, non absolute intelligenda sunt […] Dictum Christi de repudio ad legem
iudicialem pertinere, quae pro ratione temporis, loci, personarum seu seu subditorum mutari,
aut saltem migiari potest.” Szegedinus: 1585, 347.

39 The following is merely assumptions and conclusions that I find plausible with respect to
Bucerian legalism. Systematic studies are needed to discover whether there exist further ana-
logies between the central elements of Bucer and Melius’s theologies (eucharist, justification,
ecclesiology). In this respect the remarkable theoretical awareness concerning literary devices
such as simile, metaphor and synechdoche in the eucharist and the conscious use of the term of
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Let us go over the arguments supporting this thesis. The chronology of
events speaks for itself. Anna Kendi, the adulterer put to death, was the
daughter of Ferenc Kendi, a powerful Transylvanian voivode. In the political
feuds of the second half of the 1550s, J}nos Török sidedwithMenyh}rt Balassa
opposing the Kendi family ; and not long after the execution he married his
daughter, Borb}la. The investigation of adulterium and the unprecedented
punishment might have served as a start for the showdownwith the Kendis: in
the following year, in 1558 Queen Isabella had Ferenc Kendi and his brother,
Antal Kendi executed, charging themwithplotting against themonarch. As for
J}nos Török, in the troubled and dangerous times following the execution,
fearing the revenge of the Kendis, he left Transsylvania and settled down in
Debrecen, which city he was the feudal lord of.Melius himself gives an account
of how in 1558 J}nos Török personally introduced him to Debrecen40, where
he was elected first preacher, and he could start his church-organizing
activities. There are numerous data suggesting that J}nos Török’s early death,
not long after these events, was preceeded by severe depression, psychosis,
whichmight be related to his distress caused by remorse (Szab�: 1936, 53–54).
Melius, on the other hand, starting with his earliest known works, had been
almost maniacally condemning every form of fornication (B}n: 1976, 76), as if
this way he could justify his earlier views. I believe that all the above-
mentioned circumstances seem to support the hypothesis, which had been
proposed earlier41: i. e. in the second half of 1557 P�ter Melius Juh}sz P�ter
worked as a pastor in the court of J}nos Török in Vajdahunyad.

In those days the memories of his college days were still clear in his mind –
Christianus Schesaeus and Melius attended Wittenberg University together
(Kathona: 1967, 115), inHistoria Anae Kendi hemight have just carried on the
discussions started back then. When the Lutheran Schesaeus disapproves of
applying lex nova, iussumDei, lex sacra in common criminal law, he does none
else but echo the teachings of Nicolaus Selnecker on punishing adulterium.42

‘symbol’ in theological argumentation is remarkable. For an example of the synechdochical, i. e.
metonymical understanding of symbols in the eucharist see Bucer : 1562 [1551], 154–156; cf.
Melius: 1973 [1562]: 250–261 (questions and answers nr. 233–246). For the latter see Bucsay :
1967: 330, mentioning the Bucerian parallel.

40 In the dedicatory letter of his work “Az eg�sz Szent�r}sb�l val� igaz tudom}ny” (Debrecen:
Koml�s, 1570); see Kathona: 1967, 119.

41 The idea first occurred to �ron Szil}dy working on the critical edition of Melius’s poems:
Szil}dy : 1912: 363–364. His earlier relationshipwith J}nos Török is also supported by his father
possibly having served the Török family from Enying, cf. Kathona: 1967: 112.

42 The existence of Schesaeus and Selnecker’s relationship is proven by Selnecker’s letter of No-
vember 10, 1571 to his former student (Schesaeus: 1979, 481–482) as well as the book edited by
Selnecker, publishing the confession on the eucharist byTransylvanian-Saxonian Lutheran
preachers together with Schesaeus’ elegy on the goodpastor (“Imagoboni pastoris, adChristum
mundi salvatorem accomodata: Iohan. 10.” Carmine descripta a Christiano Schesaeo, Pastore
Ecclesiae Mediensis in Transylvania, anno 1584, naturally with a dedication to Selnecker in
verses) – cf. Selnecker : 1584.
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Selnecker in his commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians arrives at
an extreme permissive view, considering the restoration of an adulterous wife
a righteous deed because he thinks repentance overrides Mosaic laws. A death
sentence cannot be imposed even if reconciliatio is not achieved between the
parties, the banishment of the transgressor must be sufficient punishment
(Selnecker : 1595: 570–572). Taking into consideration the examples and the
exceptions, what Selnecker suggests the magistrate should do is exactly what
the repenting Anna Kendi is suggesting to her husband, trying to impose
martial law out of his own accord – and which argument is refuted by J}nos
Török in the spirit of Bucer : “One cannot defend oneself with the examples of
ill-willed? people, the holy law is stronger than these examples.”43

Melius, on his part, also carries on the discussion. In his works referred to
earlier, his most ardent accusations of fornication are levelled at the “half-
papists”, i. e. the Lutherans.44 Those Lutherans who for that matter were less of
a menace to the building of the Reformed Church than the antitrinitarians
dangerously gaining strength in the 1560s. The afore-mentioned reasons
might provide an explanation for this peculiarity : For personal reasons,
Melius’s views on adultery and fornication in general differ from those of his
master, Istv}n Szegedi Kis, whose views reflect the ideas of Musculus and
Bullinger,45 while he becomes the follower of the “hard-core” Martin Bucer.
This historical coincidence will have far-reaching consequences later. In his
monograph on Bucer’s marriage theology Professor Hermann Selderhuis
elaborated on how Bucer’s views on marriage and divorce had been strongly
criticized both by the Lutherans and the Calvinists, how he got isolated with
his legalist ideas and how “Bucer’s views on divorce were never officially
accepted and enacted into law.” (Selderhuis: 1999, 367).46 As all I have said
abovemight attest, in Hungary there seems to have been a determined attempt
if not to tackle divorce in a liberal way but to introduce severe punishment for
fornication, the other element of Bucer’s system, and to lay the theological
foundations of death penalty. This is whatArticuli ex verbo Dei, written under
the instructions of Melius attempts to do. This ecclesiestical collection of
canons was in use until the beginning of the 20th century, which is of great
significance even if the relevant statutes reflecting the strict Mosaic laws were
never complied with in practice. The norm is the norm even if it is never

43 “Exemplis sese defendit nemo malorum, / Exemplis maius lex sacra robur habet!” Schesaeus:
1998 [1558], 626.

44 This strange anomaly has also been noticed by earlier scholars; see Kathona: 1967, 145–148.
(He remarks: Melius’s “utterances reveal a high subjective intolerance”, op. cit. 145.)

45 On Szegedi following Musculus and Bullinger see Kathona: 1973, esp. 18; 105–106. On a more
permissive view on adultery see Szegedinus: 1585, 354–355 chapter “De adulterio”. (In this
special case Szegedi’s immediate source seems to be Peter Martyr Vermigli; cf. his Loci, cl. II,
cap. 11, “De adulterio”; Vermilius: 1587 [1576], 317–327. On the context see Kingdon: 2009,
385.)

46 Cf. also Kingdon: 2009, 377–378.
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conformed to. This is what preachers have been taught; both the deadly nature
of the sin of unfaithfulness and the metonymical expansion of the concept of
adulterium to any other form of defilement have been present in the discourse
of the reformers as a topos. The practice – also among the Calvinists – could
follow Szegedi’s, Vermigli’s or B�ze’s more elastic and permissive principles,
but the norm did not change (e. g. B�ze’s devastating critique of Bucerian
legalism47 did not have noticeable effects).

But all this also leads to more general consequences as well. Professor
Selderhuis, in his book quoted above, reveals “internal/external” schemes
relating to several different topics of the reformed doctrine: on our topic, for
example, he writes, “the internal/external scheme does not mean that words
like marriage, adultery, infidelity and unbelief mean something very different
in Scripture from what the concepts suggest ; it does mean that their semantic
content is very much greater” (Selderhuis: 1999, 287). This is what I have
called the metonymical logic of the discourse, and there seems to have been a
great readiness in Hungary to receive it. (As it is well known the Helvetian
reformation inHungary principally meant not the direct reception ofCalvinist
but the acceptance of the Bullingerian theology, the so-called federal theology,
and Bucer also seems to have had a profound effect, right at the start, on the
way of thinking of the great organizer of the church, P�ter Melius Juh}sz.) And
all this has had an evenmore significant indirect effect on the formation of the
language of politics. Hungarian political language received The Old Testa-
ment’s powerful metaphors of fornication in the generation followingMelius’s
groundbreaking work. And as we all know metaphors are not mere
decorations, they come together with the underlying metonymical way of
thinking, along with the ideal of the state as a holy community, the idea of
“politics as a method for a saint, just and happy coexistence”. The koinonia
concept of Bucer and Bullinger’s federalist theology (of which the Bucerian
marriage theology was an immediate consequence) most naturally developed
into the terms of “foedus” and “consociatio” of federal political thinking in
Althusius’s political theology, or theology-based political doctrine.48 In
Hungary it was Melius and his generation that cleared the way for the
Althusian federalism. Systematic studies are lacking in this respect, which
could show when and inwhat discourse patterns, in what political context this
symbiotic model appeared (e. g. in the irenicism evolving around G}bor
Bethlen, following the teachings of David Pareus, in 17th century puritanism,
or the 19th century secularized national liberalism). As a working hypothesis,
however, it can be stated that the Althusian federal line of thought, though in

47 Beza: 1591 [1569]: 176–177 has an explicit discussion with Bucer. The position taken in the
whole of the work is against the legalist metonymizing Bucerian view, cf. esp. op. cit. , 106–107;
116; 217–218.

48 The differences are important, of course, but the tradition does seem to be continuous; cf.
Zwierlein: 2005, esp. 151–159.
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different ways, but has had its effects up until recent times, and even today it
plays a leading part in Hungarian political discourse. The strength of this
federative matrix lies in its characteristics that its political terms have always
retained a quasi-sacral aura, or that it is not restricted to certain constitutional
or state forms, it works in nation states as well as city states, in a minority
situation as well as when its followers have formed a relative or absolute
majority, it can take an authoritarian aswell as a democratic form.49And it is in
one respect only that this considerable flexibility is not to be found among its
characteristics: it does not tolerate the modern notion of tolerance or
anything it implies (the division of private and public spheres, the relativity of
values, religious indifference, or the indifference towards sacralised political
entities such as nation). Andwhat is odd is that during any trauma suffered by
the community or any crisis they are faced with, liberal democracy turns out
not to separate the private and the public, political spheres but rather acts as a
force, stronger than federalism itself, bringing them together so that they
become inseparable, per omnem iuncturam. This contradiction between the
federalist grounds of the slowly globalizing political institutions and the
modern concept of individualistic liberal democracy is, as a matter of fact, far
from being a solely Hungarian problem. But perhaps its contours – hic et nunc
– are more discernible than at other places at other times: sooner or later a
choicemight need to bemade between the two: the Althusian or the Voltairean
tolerance.
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